IMAGIST - EDUCATOR - ARTIST - TRANSFORMATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY & SPIRITUAL GUIDE

We all have a deeper connection to the world,
if we stop to listen and reconnect.
David Monroe takes artists on a journey back to themselves to
create imagery that transports the viewer and fully immerses
them into the energy of the moment.

David Monroe

David calls his work Portals of Intent because they are gateways to the intention of spirit and a reconnection to our
deeper selves.

Whispers From the Soul
David is a fine art imagist for personal and
corporate spaces. He is a also a teacher
helping artists to rekindle their passion for
their art and bring forth their connection to
spirit through their own work.

David Can Share:
His unique approach to the craft of
photography
His unique approach to the tools
of the craft
His understanding of the bigger,
more universal teachings that his
intentional photography has
revealed to him.
Direct, natural, and delightful are words
often used to describe David’s interview
style and provide any interviewer with a
lively show.

YOU Can’t Have What You’re
Not Willing to BECOME
Today’s fast pace of life has us running
around without giving any focused
thought to our daily lives, our work, our
vacations, or our conversations. We are
always hoping to catch up and thus
living mindlessly. This leads us to give
our lives little if any value.
Approached many times by photographotogra
phers saying “I no longer like my work”
when it’s clearly fantastic work, David
saw they had No Attachment to their
work.
Teaching photographers to tap into
their true essence for insight and clarity
while drawing unique associations to
the tools of their craft opens new ways
for them to create imagery from their
true essence reflecting their intention.

Artists of all types can find inspiration in David’s teachings.
Photographers of all levels can find a deeper way to connect to their own expression.
Anyone who appreciates fine art can
be transported through the portals David creates.

